All We Like Sheep

All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every one to his own way; and the LORD hath laid on him the iniquity of us all. Isaiah 53:6 (KJV)

Choose the word that best matches the definition.

___ 1. Everyone or everything
   A. Lord   B. turn   C. stray   D. all

___ 2. To get off the correct path or direction
   A. stray   B. sheep   C. turn   D. way

___ 3. Small woolly animals raised for wool or meat
   A. turn   B. sheep   C. all   D. Lord

___ 4. To change directions
   A. all   B. Lord   C. stray   D. turn

___ 5. A manner or method of doing; a path to go from one place to another
   A. way   B. sheep   C. Lord   D. turn

___ 6. Another name for God
   A. way   B. stray   C. Lord   D. sheep